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Abstract
High-current Plasma Opening Switch was experimentally studied on GIT-8 inductive

generator. Cordial laser interferometry allowed to register the line-integrated POS plasma
density dynamics during the switch operation. Recording of the axially distributed
Bremsstrahlung radiation from the plasma region was used to determine the axial position
where the opening started. New experimental result was the registration of fast plasma density
oscillations with the characteristic frequency of œ ~ 5xl07-108 rad/s prior and during the
opening. Special study confirmed these oscillations to appear due to a plasma process. The
oscillation frequency depended on the mean electron density as co ~ n, -0.5

Experimental setup
The GIT-8 Plasma Opening Switch (POS) is capable to operate at the conduction current

as high as 5 MA [1], In the described series of experiments the switch was operating at 2 MA
current with the conduction and opening times of 1 |as and 100-150 ns accordingly. GIT-8
primary energy storage consisted of 72 oil-insulated small Marxes combined in 8 modular Marx
tanks. Total erected capacitance of the system was 9.6 uF. At 40 kV charging voltage (1.1 MJ
total stored energy) the Marxes provided a 480 kV peak voltage, 3 MA peak current pulse into
the storage inductance and POS. The plasma injection section of GIT-8 is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. This section represented a coaxial vacuum line with the anode and cathode radii of 10
cm and 8 cm respectively (200/160 configuration). The plasma was injected by 32 cable plasma
guns in axial direction towards the generator. The plasma gun power supply consisted of 4
capacitors (3 |uF, 16 guns/cap) charged up to 40 kV. The capacitors provided approximately
10 kA peak current in each gun with the time period of 4.7 jus. The load represented a short-
circuit with the inductance of about 50 nH.
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Fig. 1. GIT-8 POS region with the position of the diagnostic window and of one of the X-ray diodes (PIN).

Plasma density was measured with the help of interferometer described in [2]. The
scene beam crossed from shot to shot the GIT-8 POS plasma along different chords at 28 mm
from the plasma injection plane and at different radial positions of the diagnostic window, A = r
- rc (see Fig. 1). The interelectrode gap was equal to 3 cm at this plasma axial cross-section.
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The time delay between the guns firing and the generator shot, i, was chosen to be 3.5 {xs.
Statistical dispersion around this fixed value provided some variation of the initial POS plasma
density. A 60 mW He-Ne laser with the instability of the beam power < 1% allowed to measure
the minimum linear plasma densities of approximately 5xlO14 cm"2. Spatial and temporal
resolutions were better than 2 mm and 20 ns accordingly. At each beam position the initial
plasma density was evaluated for 2-3 guns firing without pulsed-power. Separate series with
pulsed-power was dedicated to investigation and elimination of the following possible sources
of noise: plasma luminosity, electromagnetic noise, electro-optical effect [3], fluorescence in
fiber optics, influence of high-energy quanta on the photodiode signal. Consequent
modifications of the optical scheme excluded all the above-listed sources of non-plasma
contribution to the measured signal. Refraction effect which also could influence our plasma
density measurements was studied according to the following procedure. The probe beam
passed through the plasma and hit the optical fiber (see Ref. [2]) without recombination with
the reference beam. The fiber input was collimated with a 400 u. diameter pin-hole, (Fig. 2a).
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Fig. 2. (a) measurements of the probe beam deflection angle in the plasma, (b) determination of the laser beam
profile for the density gradient estimation.

Before each shot the beam intensity profile was determined by displacing the registration
cell in two directions corresponding to axial or radial plasma density gradients. The result of
such calibration is represented in Fig. 2b. After this simple procedure the pin-hole was installed
on the slope (axial and radial) of the intensity distribution, where a sensitivity to the beam
deviation was maximum. Mechanical vibrations did not infringe considerably the initial
adjustment. The average value of the electron density gradient, <dnsldt>, over the optical path

in the plasma length, Lp, is connected with the beam deviation angle, B
following formula [4]:

5^/Lo, by the

L p (1)
for X - 633 nm and we took into account the double laser beam path through the plasma.
Therefore, the "false" linear plasma density induced into the signal due to the refraction effect
can be estimated as follows

<neLp> r*2.8xl02 1p2L0 ( 2 )

where Lo « 300 cm in our experiment.
Bremsstrahlung radiation produced by fast electron leakages during the POS operation

was registered with the help of 8 X-ray diodes. These detectors were installed at different axial
positions along the injection and downstream regions, perpendicularly to the generator axis (see
Fig. 1). They were collimated on approximately 5x5 cm2 of the anode surface and were
sensitive to the photon energies above 200 keV.
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Experimental results
Typical time history of the line integrated density during the POS operation is shown in

Fig. 3 (a, b). Estimated plasma length (assuming cylindrical symmetry), Lp, was approximately
8 cm for both radial beam positions of this figure. Until the current starts to flow through the
plasma channel and during 300-500 ns after the upstream current beginning, the line-integrated
plasma density, <neLp>, follows the one measured during the gun firing only with the accuracy
better than 30%. Then, the density increases over the guns-only density (region 1 in Fig. 3a)
and drops abruptly (region 2). This fact can be an indication of the passage of a shock-wave
through the point of measurements [5]. Then, the linear plasma density rests almost at the same
level as when the upstream current starts. It worth noting that the time interval between Io
beginning and the density drop was practically the same for all radial positions of the beam, i.e.
the shock process front was almost plane. The most interesting peculiarity of the plasma density
behavior was an appearance of fast density oscillations with the characteristic frequency co ~

5xl07-108 rad/s, prior and during the opening (region 3). These oscillations were typical for

shots with T = 3.5 p.s, at practically all radial position in the first window. One should also note
that the amplitude of these oscillations was weaker near the electrodes. Fig. 3b allows
estimation of the refraction effect contribution in the plasma density measurements. The same
fast oscillations are seen in this shot. All the other physical sources of noise provided finally
negligible signal with respect to the interferometer response. The measured deviation of the
scene beam was deduced into a "false" line density upon Eqns. (1, 2). Fig. 3b convincingly
shows that the density gradient could interfere the useful signal only during and after the
opening and that the earlier fast oscillations were produced by a real plasma process. The effect
of the fast gradient increase can be explained by disruption of the plasma during the opening.
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Fig. 3. (a) Typical plasma density behavior at A = 21.5 mm with the GIT-8 current (gl 1) and during the plasma
guns firing only (p24). R denotes the POS resistance estimated as V7(I()-Iload)' 0>) comparison of the measured
line plasma density at A = 6.5 mm with a "false" line density (bold curve) induced by refraction in the plasma.

Interferometer and refractometer shots were identical within 10% for tc, ts, Io and Ijoad amplitudes, and they were
synchronized with respect to the load current start.

The timing of X-ray radiation showed that the earliest X-ray arrival corresponded to the
same axial position as where the line-integrated plasma density measurements were
accomplished. Then the radiation propagated both towards the generator (with small amplitudes
of the signals) and to the load ("strong" X-ray production). Later "strong" X-ray source
displacement towards the load represented most probably an electron leakages limiting the final
effective POS impedance [6]. On the other hand, simultaneous signal displacement backward to
the generator could correspond to the residual electron current at established high POS voltage.
Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the opening process (first appearance of the local
POS impedance) did start in the region of the plasma density measurements and that the
registered fast oscillation reflected some feature characterizing the opening process.
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Statistical dispersion of the delay x did not allow direct shot-to-shot comparison and
further reconstruction of the radial plasma density profile. However, one can estimate some
mean plasma density along each chord as ne = <neLp>/Lp. Here ne denotes the averaged
plasma density at the moment of time when it becomes to differ from the plasma guns only
density. Fig. 4 demonstrates that the registered plasma oscillations strongly depend on the mean
density. The function which fits the experimental data with the minimum absolute dispersion is
approximately a> ~ ne~

0-5. Most probably, the measured oscillations were a result of

hydrodynamic plasma instability having characteristic frequency equal to \A/X, where VA is the

Alfven velocity, and the instability wavelength A. ~ 0.5 cm yields already an absolute value of
frequency close to the experimentally measured.
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Fig. 4. Variation of the measured plasma density oscillation frequency with the averaged plasma density.

Fig. 5. Dependence of the conduction time on the averaged plasma density.

It is interesting to compare existing scalings of the conduction time with those obtained
in the described experiment. In the most part of approaches theoretical relations predict the
dependence tc ~ ne

0-25 (see, e.g., Refs. [3, 7]). Fig. 5 summarizes statistics of the experimental
data. It is seen that the power of the fitting function correlates well with the theoretically
predicted coefficient.

Conclusion
The main result of the described experiment is the observation of the fast plasma density

oscillations in the Plasma Opening Switch prior to the current interruption. These oscillations
were proved to be a result of some plasma process, presumably MHD macro-instability of the
plasma. The instability can result in plasma inhomogeneities formation at the end of the
conduction phase. The frequency of the plasma oscillations was found to depend on the mean

density in the interelectrode gap as co ~ ne~0-5. This work is partially supported by DRET under
the contract #92.134 and by ETCA/CEG under the contract #420/115/01.
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